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Introduction
The articles collected here were written over the early years of
the 21st Century. They were, and are, intended to entertain but I
hope that they also contain the occasional notion which might
stimulate lateral thoughts. I wrote most of them under the general
heading ―Posterminaries‖ for publication in Materials Bulletin,
the house journal of the Materials Research Society, but I have
re-visited them to try to remove some of the editorially-imposed
Americanisms. One or two (see if you can guess which) were
found to be too strong for the MRS to stomach and never made it
to print. Many of them are also to be found on the web site of
UKCME, the UK Centre for Materials Education.
I offer them for your enjoyment and/or provocation.

Peter Goodhew, December 2008.
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Nobel thoughts (2002)
During a recent holiday I was lying by the pool when my son-inlaw (a musician and charity fund-raiser) leaned across and asked
―What have been the greatest scientific advances of the last 30
years?‖. I gave this a few seconds thought and replied that I
could not think of any which were both of sufficient importance
and had made an impact on the world outside science, so that he
might be able to relate to them. As you can imagine, this answer
did not satisfy me (or him). I promised to look, on my return to
Web access, for the Nobel prizewinners of the last 15 years, as a
guide to what somebody thought was important. (… and as a
result I can recommend the Nobel website at www.nobel.se ). I
have now done that, but it has not changed my initial view. I
looked at the discoveries which had won the Physics, Chemistry
and Medicine prizes and they fell into two categories. The first,
and by far the largest, consists of topics which I do not
understand and know nothing about – mea culpa, but also an
implicit criticism of the writers of the citations. The second,
smaller, category consists of topics which created some
excitement at the time but which seem to have (so far) made a
negligible impact on society. Examples of this second kind
include pulsars, superfluid helium, the fractional quantum Hall
effect, high Tc superconductivity and fullerenes.
Three topics out of the 60 or so awards since 1985 do appear to
have made an impact and these relate to liquid crystals (which at
least everyone in developed societies has seen!), NMR (which
many of us have been subjected to) and prions (which all of us
hope never to encounter). On detailed examination, however,
liquid crystals were discovered in the 1920s, NMR in the 1940s
and only prions were genuinely discovered within the last 30
years, in 1982.
The world has definitely changed over the past 30 years, and
scientists have been working away and publishing furiously, so
what has been going on? This, I believe, is the good news for
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materials scientists and engineers: Most of the developments
which have made an impact on society were the result of
engineering, not new science. To take just three examples
(perhaps the most obvious ones):
We have put a man on the moon and engaged in other space
exploits. We knew how to do this long ago and no new physics
was involved. It was just necessary to address and solve the
(admittedly quite difficult) engineering problems.
Computers and optoelectronics have become much smaller and
lighter in the past 30 years but little new physics has been called
on. Once the transistor had been invented (not discovered)
miniaturising it and developing ICs was pure engineering.
Likewise developing GaAs, and now GaN, to supplement silicon
was pure materials engineering.
The human genome project has attracted a huge amount of
attention, but no new science is involved: all that has happened is
that a lot of people have agreed to run rather straightforward
(indeed you could say boring) experiments in a coordinated way
and pool their results.
How does this translate into our discipline of materials science?
We should have the great advantage that we can boast about our
engineering developments as well as our scientific advances. But
which of these advances has been spotted by the woman or man
in the street? I can think of some which have made it to Main
Street, but I am less sure that anyone has noticed. GaN traffic
lights, nanotubes in automobile fenders, white-light LEDs (I have
one on a key-fob but I’m sure the family member who gave it to
me did not appreciate that this is what it is), nanoparticles in
cosmetics, DLC coatings on transparent components, amorphous
metal in golf-club heads, MMCs anywhere. Did anybody out
there notice any of these, or better still realise that they emerged
from the work of materials scientists? When using the cellular
video phone of today or the polymeric folding electronic
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newspaper of tomorrow will anybody stop and think – hey, a
smart materials scientist enabled this to work. If they don’t, we
are in long-term trouble as a profession.
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A mug’s game (2003)
I’ve never really worked on ceramics – they are much too
difficult for me, with more than one type of atom and structures
which are not always fcc. However the first comment people
usually make on entering my office is about my ceramics – that
is, my collection of mugs. It all started in 1975, when I spent a
year at Cornell – one of the best years of my life, or at least a lot
better than my schooldays. I was inevitably asked to give a
seminar to the Department, and afterwards I was presented with
the Cornell ―invited speaker’s mug‖. Ever since, I have tried to
collect a mug wherever I am invited to speak (or, if not speak,
invited to participate in some vaguely scientific activity – you
can’t be too fussy at my end of the invited speaker market). As a
result I have about a hundred mugs lining my bookshelves, every
one of which tells a story.
Most of my mugs are very ordinary, viewed as structural or
aesthetic objects. You would not use the adjectives ―fine‖,
―functional‖ or ―advanced‖ to qualify them as ceramics – ―cheap‖
would be more likely. However, many of them do act as
reminders of the depth, variety and ubiquity of materials science.
Of local interest is my Sunlight Soap mug; I pass the delightful
village of Port Sunlight every evening on my way home. The
whole village was built by an early Lord Lever as a model village
and as well as the wonderful Lady Lever Art Gallery it is the
home of the Unilever Research Laboratory. Unilever still made
Sunlight Soap until a couple of years ago but now the scientists I
know there are engaged in sophisticated studies of the interaction
between keratin and detergents and in the absorption of photons
by nanoparticulate components of sunscreens. Big business and
big science.
Another particular favourite is one of those corny mugs which
changes colour when you add coffee. I have a kettle which does
the same when it boils – handy if you do not hear well and are
across the other side of the kitchen. Thermochromic inks are
Across the Grain
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undoubtedly old hat but it is amazingly difficult to find out which
system has been used. I use my colour kettle in lectures to school
children and I ask them how it’s done. Very few have any idea,
but I confess that I’m not sure either. You can look up leucodyes
and liquid crystals but it is very difficult to reverse-engineer a
thermochromic material locked in a domestic artefact – and just
try ringing up the manufacturer of a kettle or a mug – you will not
find anyone who knows!
Another of my exhibits features a picture of my own canal
narrowboat, given to me as a parting gift by an upwardly-mobile
ex-secretary. This opens up avenues of thought relating to
printing, now making a huge comeback with the development of
―ink-jet‖ deposition for a thousand new materials purposes. The
boat itself, made of steel, serves as a constant reminder of the
issue of corrosion and the inadequacy of good cheap easy-toapply protective coatings.
I also have a couple of historical favourites: Robert Hooke, the
multi-talented scientist and engineer of his day, died three
hundred years ago having come up with the compound
microscope, the iris diaphragm and the universal joint (and a lot
of other things). Hooke’s Law was first published as an anagram
(ceiiinosssttuv), to keep it from being understood by others – not
a good example of our modern open scientific method! For those
of you with Latin, this of course comes out as ―ut tensio sic vis‖
or (more or less) ―as the force, so the displacement‖. This makes
a good mug from the Isle of Wight, where Hooke was born.
An even better one, because of its absolutely eternal relevance,
features ―Occam’s razor‖. This was propounded in the 14th
century by William of Ockham, again in Latin I’m afraid, as
―Frustra fit per plura quod potest fieri per pauciora‖. This
roughly translates as ―It is vain to do with more what can be done
with fewer‖. It is now in common use as a term usually intended
to mean KISS (keep it simple, stupid) or, more elegantly; if there
is a simple explanation and a more complex one – choose the
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simpler. I have used Occam’s razor many times in my scientific
life (even in print once) but why do I have it on a mug? It is
available in my mother’s local parish church – in Ockham,
Surrey, UK!
One mug is particularly special, and prompts me not to take
anything for granted. It is not ceramic, but pewter. This was
given to me by the Institution of Engineers in Malaysia and was
of course made in Selangor. It is inscribed specially – a huge
advantage that metals have over ceramics. However, coffee does
not taste too good out of it!
I could go on. Why do I have mugs from the Royal Agricultural
College, from Glyndebourne (home of opera festivals), from the
Red Hill Inn in New Hampshire or from Jodrell Bank radio
telescope? These stories will have to await another day and
another column, but they have one thing in common: I learned
something there and I remember it largely because of the mug!
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What’s it made of? (2003)
The simplest questions are often the hardest to answer and the
most thought-provoking. For a materials scientist ―What’s it
made of?‖ is a real teaser. The reply could be at so many levels
and clearly depends on who is doing the asking. Interestingly I
hear very few materials experts asking it of each other – are we
not interested, do we always know the answer already or are we
ashamed to admit that usually we do not know? I admit to being,
most frequently, in the last category.
Let’s have a look at some possible answers. The instinctive first
reaction for a materials scientist is to respond in terms of the class
of material – metal, polymer, ceramic or natural. We can then
easily persuade ourselves to be a little more sophisticated – alloy,
thermoplastic, semiconductor, composite, foam. After this, for
most articles, we need some measurement tools.
To answer at any deeper level requires a knowledge of materials
and their properties and because of this I recently devised an
introductory module for undergraduates (freshman level) as an
introduction to thinking about materials. Very deliberately I did
not focus on the materials themselves, or the materials science
behind them, but on the nature of the questions which it is useful
to ask and then try to answer. I started by encouraging the
students to think of ways to classify materials which are not
simply ―metals, polymers, ceramics‖. Between us we came up
with quite a long list of schemes, which extended from the
obvious (to both me and them) such as ―strength‖ to the
somewhat less obvious such as ―smell‖ or ―chronology – when
was it found or invented?‖.
It is very helpful to ask the subsidiary question ―who wants to
know?‖ because this usually establishes that even the most offbeat classification is important to someone, somewhere. Let’s
look at some of the classifications my students came up with and
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the issues they raise:
Conductivity (subsidiary question at freshman level: electrical or
thermal?). The range of possible values is enormous, as is the set
of issues which this classification leads to. Who wants to know?
Designers, engineers, architects. Issues to be discussed include
how do you measure it; in what units; what is the difference
between resistance and resistivity; are thermal and electrical
conductivity related; how does alloying affect it; how can some
polymers conduct? And so on and on and on.
Colour. Who wants to know? Product designers, artists, jewellers,
architects, paint manufacturers, aesthetes. How do you measure
it or describe it; how do you take account of surface finish;
reflectivity; transparency; translucency; oxidation and thus time?
Another gold (pale yellow colour) mine. Talking of which, is
your ring made of 22 carat (strictly, karat) gold? Or is it an alloy
of gold with some base metal, or is it Au916Cu84 or is it an fcc
solid solution strengthened alloy with 8.4% Cu and transition
metal content below 0.1%? The ―right‖ answer depends on
who’s asking!
Availability. Who wants to know? The City and shareholders,
environmentalists, users, materials engineers working on
alternative materials. This raises issues related to production
and/or extraction routes (where does it come from?),
thermodynamics, and geography (both physical and political).
Density. This is a nice one, full of traps for the unwary. Who
cares? Aircraft designers, anyone whose product has to be
freighted, armour designers, boatsmen. The traps include how
you (the student with no tools) measure density. I give them a
bucket of water and they invent three, four or five categories
depending on their imagination (―sinks fast‖ is not the same as
―sinks‖). Then I produce a piece of fabric, or a sponge, or a pin.
Suddenly time rears its ugly head – measurement of density
might be time-dependent. What is the ―density‖ of a foam? Fun
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for all the family.
Name. Here is a really simple one – alphabetical order.
Dictionary compilers care, as does anyone looking up a material
by its trade name. Now ask yourself how you get from your
description of a material to its trade name – not easy, is it?
Taste, smell, toxicity. These are rather important to toy
designers, tableware manufacturers and fizzy drink can makers,
among many others. Yet have you ever seen a list of materials by
taste or toxicity? Nor me. This is one to be careful with –
chemists of the last two centuries used to pride themselves on
being able to recognize many compounds by their taste (the
fingertip test) but I feel that today’s health and safety inspectors
might have something to say if I start suggesting that our students
try licking each unknown material.
This is not by any means a complete list of the ways of
categorising materials that my small class of students came up
with. I’m hoping for more next year, to set me (and them)
thinking around our subject.
Finally, just think about the difficulty we have in asking the basic
question ―What’s it made of?‖ in the first place. Almost every
modern human artefact consists of several materials. I tried to
find common everyday objects where the question needs no
amplification or explanation, but there are very few. Cutlery,
spanners, washing up bowls and some coins are all OK, but most
ceramic mugs have decoration (pigments, glazes), pencils are
painted, coins are two-tone, even paper is printed on.
On reflection (which is what happens while you write an article,
although it rarely happens beforehand) the subject matter opened
up by my simple question is so massive, perhaps I should work it
up into a whole degree programme rather than a single module.
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Sticky materials (2004)
Sitting in the dentist’s chair it is not possible to talk, so one has to
think. During a recent visit to have a crown fitted I started
musing on adhesives. My dentist had used one adhesive to fit the
temporary crown and a second to fix the permanent prosthesis.
The first lasted two weeks and came off cleanly with a flick of
her toothpick, while the second will (I hope) stay put for many
years while permitting me to eat toffee.
This is one example of the many uses of adhesives which we tend
to take for granted. They are widely used in manufacturing;
superglue is used to join skin after surgery; and the story of the
post-it note is a classic which I will not repeat here. Is this
widespread set of applications reflected in, or supported by,
serious research and teaching? I’m sure it must be, but where? I
searched unsuccessfully for a materials symposium on adhesives
and I have trawled the web looking for evidence that anyone,
anywhere, teaches the science or technology of adhesives to
materials students, but I found very little.
Entering ―sticky materials‖ into my favourite search engine gives
over 300 000 hits including one for ―sticky dentistry‖! However
my own non-web browsing over four recent conferences has
unearthed lots of fascinating material – so here are some
examples for someone more energetic than me to incorporate in a
new module, course or grant proposal.
Let’s start with the Great Wall of China. It might not be the only
object on earth visible from the moon but is it, as I was assured
recently by a reputable scientist, held together with tapioca? I
can find no basis for this tale, but tapioca is made from cassava
and wood glues made from cassava starch have been in use for
thousands of years.
Moving on from botany to zoology I notice that geckos (which
walk with apparent ease across walls and ceilings) have provided
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the inspiration for a range of synthetic adhesives which, like
Velcro and post-it notes, can be attached and re-attached many
times. Perhaps Spiderman is to become reality sooner than we
expected.
Human physiology provides more serious illustrations of the
importance of adhesion and sticky properties: There is increasing
evidence that the stickiness of beta-amyloid protein fragments
contributes to the development of Alzheimer’s disease because
they cluster together into fibrils and eventually into plaques in the
brain. Diseased red blood cells also appear to be stickier than
their healthy counterparts and this contributes to illnesses such as
malaria.
Materials scientists are involved in research in all these topics,
but I am not sure that they are covering the whole range of
possibilities. Does anyone yet have a funded project to work on
the adhesive which lime trees deposit on parked cars? Or the
shear strength of the spilt orange juice to kitchen floor bond? Or
the peel strength of book pages stuck together with jam? I do
know, because I read it in The Times, that a professor from
Bristol has been funded to develop chewing gum which can be
easily removed from the underside of a student desk or a city
sidewalk. He has developed the non-sticky gum, but not yet the
flavouring, so I don’t expect initial sales to be high. My own city
of Liverpool has called for a special tax on gum to fund the
recurrent cleanup operations, but the Bristol solution seems more
likely to be successful. I can’t wait – I ruined a pair of trousers
by sitting on a still-warm piece of gum only last month.
A further rich seam of research opportunities is staring at you
each morning at breakfast. I’m sure you don’t, but if you were to
leave your morning bowl of cereal unwashed until the evening
you would have encountered, stuck to the now-dry bowl, the most
robust and tenacious adhesive known to homo domesticus. My
candidate for best performer is a cereal not regularly available in
the USA, called Weetabix™ in the UK. However any oat or corn-
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based cereal will do. Perhaps we can get both a research grant
and material for an undergraduate course on adhesives out of this.
Finally it occurs to me, in the very best traditions of dispassionate
academic debate and against my own best interest as a grantseeker, that the most elegant solution to many problems is not to
use any adhesive at all. Newton’s bridge at Cambridge
(allegedly) and any decent arch with a key-stone have no need of
adhesives. My own part of England is riddled with dry stone
walls, which also contain no adhesive at all. (But if they fall
down I bet Weetabix would be good to mend them.)
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Yotta, yotta (2004)
The prefix nano is everywhere. This is OK for today but, like
Fleetwood Mac, I can’t stop thinking about tomorrow. I already
have plans to leap-frog the nano generation and will ask my
University to re-name my post ―Professor of Pico-Engineering‖
(or PPE for those who like classical educational allusions). But
the next generation of materials practitioners is then in a real fix –
the pico scale is already of sub-atomic dimensions so where do
we go from there?
I suggest that we should learn from the example of the storage
media folk and the astronomers. Big is beautiful. Every
generation (where a Moore’s Law generation is only a year and a
half, of course) brings a doubling of something or other, so new
prefixes come into usage fairly frequently. Most of us can
remember kHz becoming MHz, smoothly eliding into GHz. We
are reasonably happy with talk of teraherz or terabytes and
occasionally an enthusiast blows us over with petabytes or
exabytes. The visionaries are not content with a mere 1018 of
anything so they have coined a whole alphabet of new prefixes to
cope with the next decade or so. Following exa (the power of 18)
is an entire new series of extraordinary little modifiers which start
with zeta (21) and then go backwards down the alphabet,
continuing yotta (24), xona (27), weka (30) and going on and on
(and on). Until I discovered this fascinating list I was planning to
invent my own. I had got as far as egga (as in Schwarzenegga),
wotta (as in wotta lotta) and plata (as in chips) but I realise that I
am too late, and anyway I would have to change one of them to
guvna.
Where does this leave the ambitious materials scientist, trying to
make a mark in this competitive world? Clearly there is little
mileage in trying to go smaller. Perhaps the better route is to
make the most of the large numbers of atoms we deal with. This
approach turns our usual world on its head, because there is
suddenly kudos in working with large numbers of atoms. The
Across the Grain
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laboratory manipulator of a handful of surface atoms can
justifiably claim the title atomic engineer whereas the catalyst
developer can upgrade to mega-atomic engineer (for each
particle!) and tera- or peta-engineer for a modest spatula-full.
The MBE grower, depositing a few micrometres of
semiconductor on an eight-inch wafer becomes at least a zetaatomic engineer, while the humble guy who puts the final
computer together (weighing several kg) can boast of his yottaengineering skills.
Just one aspect of this wonderful system for publicising the work
of materials scientists perturbs me: the other, more macroscopic,
engineering professions can score even more highly than we can.
Automobile manufacturers would irritatingly badge themselves as
xona- or weka-engineers (imagine Forschprung durch Wekatechnik) and as for civil engineers – a mere bridge would be
vunda-engineering and a dam might make it to uda- or tredaengineering (1039 atoms, for those of you not following too
closely at this stage). Mind you, it is a shame not to use vunda; I
had hopes for high-pressure scientists to rejoice that their work
was vunda-bar, but they would need an awfully large sample or
an immensely high pressure!
Clearly, in this sorta-future (1042) there would soon be a
fightback by the now-marginalised atomic engineers. They could
(and probably would) choose to define their work in reciprocal
space. After all, many of their most useful thoughts are
represented in these alternative three dimensions. The obvious
unit is the recigram (reciprocal gramme) which restores the STM
or AFM scientist at the frontiers of atomic manipulation to the
glories of zeta-engineering (playing with a whopping 1021
recigrams at least), and possibly even yotta-engineering (although
this is pushing it a bit – hydrogen is only a fraction of a yottarecigram). Under this superior system the computer assembler is
returned to her proper status as a mere reciprocal engineer while
auto manufacturers are just micro-recigram engineers – small
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stuff, huh.
I’m off to have a cup of coffee, but I can’t decide whether to add
5 grammes of sugar, 0.2 reci-grammes or a yotta-load of
molecules. Better still – none of these. I don’t want some
overpaid surgeon offering me xona-atomic liposuction.
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Regrettable materials (2004)
Materials science is an enabling profession. We design, tailor
and improve the materials from which every engineering device
is made – we’re good at it and we’re proud of it. Every thoughtful
engineer, industrialist and government official agrees with this
analysis, although we cannot and must not stop repeating it to
them, every time we get the chance.
Because we are a proud and confident profession, sure of our
place in society, we can of course admit to having made a few
mistakes in our early days. I don’t imagine that any of us is
happy with the choice of a steel with too high a DBTT for Liberty
ships sixty years ago (except as a good set of examples for our
classes on how not to do it!). Equally, we don’t want to boast
about having recommended high-alumina cement to bridge
builders around the world until we discovered in the seventies its
tendency to lose strength as it ages. Nor are we delighted that we
failed to spot that one of the cheapest materials for thermal
insulation – asbestos – has common variants which can induce
lung diseases. Film buffs regret that early movies are on celluloid
which is degradable and flammable. However these were all
errors born of too little knowledge and understanding, and over
my lifetime we have done a great deal to rectify that deficit.
Less easily excusable but equally regrettable are several other
unfortunate materials choices. These result from the drive to
reduce price, often combined with a total lack of taste or a
misjudgement of function. In this category I include all clothing
made solely from nylon; What a pity the use of nylon could not
have been delayed until we knew how to reduce its sheen,
improve its feel and modify its propensity to attract static and
cling. At least we have overcome that hurdle and modern fibres
are more subtle. But why is it that half the shirts I buy form
creases easily and ironing does not seem to remove them? The
other half are fine: The problem is that, as with advertising, I
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don’t know which half works until after I’ve spent the money!
Another horribly regrettable material is chewing gum. Many
cities of the world (and even the street outside my house) appear
to be paved with sticky grey polka dots. At times it is like
walking on Velcro. And now Singapore appears to be relaxing its
most sensible prohibition – on the sale of chewing gum. Where
is the world going?
Another whole area of materials abuse is associated with
packaging. The only certainty about packaging materials is that
someone, sometime, is going to need to remove them! Why then
does so much packaging require a tool which is not readily to
hand in order to open it? Particularly frustrating are thin films
which fit the contours of the packaged object so closely that you
cannot even insert a tool without the risk of damaging your
cherished purchase. For some reason smoked mackerel fillets
(which I very much like to eat) seem to come in this tantalising
packaging. I can feel every ripple of their surface topology, but I
can’t get at the food. CD and recording tape packaging is equally
frustrating. The jewel case is so often cracked by the
disproportionate effort needed to break into the ―protective‖
wrapping. Even worse are the hard transparent packs in which
the object of desire is held between two tough (in both the
common and materials science senses of the word) transparent
moulded sheets which are welded together all round their
periphery. I assume that these have been made to demonstrate
the durability of the material and the strength of the weld. I can
rarely break into packs like this without recourse to a pair of
wire-cutters or a craft knife – neither of which I usually keep to
hand by the kitchen table, where all domestic purchases are
unpacked.
All of these errors of judgement or taste pale into insignificance
beside the ultimate in inappropriate materials – shower gel. In
my household (and I’m clearly not alone) it is decreed that soap is
in some way ―dirty‖ or ―messy‖ and that every hand-basin, bath
and shower must be equipped with a bottle or can of gel. The
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purpose of this product is to allow the user to coat his/her skin
with a cleanser. Let’s consider the showering process: The
conventional way to transfer the cleanser from container to body
is via the palm of the hand. The hand is by this time wet and
must be cupped carefully to stop the gel sliding off immediately.
If the surface to be treated is either vertical (like a leg) or downfacing (like the bottom of the foot) then the gel will immediately
slide off and head straight for the drain. If the surface is
inaccessible to the hand holding the gel (for instance the left
armpit for a left-handed gel-showerer) then a second application
has to be made using the other hand. Scientific studies in my
shower reveal that 97.36% of gel reaches the drain without
having left any trace on the body. To achieve this excellent
outcome we have to buy a large bottle or can, weighing more
than its contents and which is the same size when empty for
disposal. This heavy, bulky, high-energy-content, nondegradable container has been shipped huge distances just so that
2.64% of its contents can be applied to our skin. The competing
product (snappily called ―soap‖) comes wrapped in a thin, light
covering, which rarely requires a craft knife to cut open, is
disposed of with almost no bulk and may be biodegradable
(snappily called ―paper‖). It requires no special skill to use and
can be readily applied to all parts of the body – OK, I’ll stop
there, before your imagination runs away with you. Soap is
certainly not a regrettable material. My friend and neighbour,
who makes his living formulating shower products, would be
delighted if any inspired materials scientist could suggest ways of
improving the shear strength of the gel-skin interface. I have
promised to pass your comments on to him.
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Should the PhD be put out of its misery?
(2005)
The title ―doctor‖ gives its recipient a warm glow for a few
weeks, but is it actually any use? The production of doctoral
graduates (PhD, DPhil, EngD or whatever) is part of the core
business of universities – or at least it was in the 20th Century. Or
was it? Our 100 or so UK Universities produced a few more than
10000 PhDs last year, an average of about 100 each – small beer
beside their 250000 first degrees. Only one in ten of the UK’s
120000 academic staff successfully supervised a successful PhD
within the past 12 months, so if it takes three years for each
student, only one third (or fewer) of our academic staff are
currently supervising a research student. At least two-thirds of
our staff are apparently managing perfectly well to keep on top of
their subject without a student.
It is clear that the PhD neither represents a very important income
stream for universities nor is it an essential influence on our
teaching (or do you want to assert that more than two-thirds of
our university teachers are inadequate)? It is also widely
reported that UK graduates are increasingly reluctant to undertake
a PhD and that without overseas students (currently running at
more than 40% of the total) our research schools would be even
emptier.
So what are the arguments for the survival (against the odds) of
the PhD? It requires prolonged, deep, intensive study and should
result in tremendous intellectual stimulation. It provides
evidence of capability for study in depth and it is almost a prerequisite for an academic career. It provides educated, trained
and self-motivating entrants for many professions (particularly
those involving leading edge technology). It also provides
research data gathering for experimental and field-based
disciplines and it brings overseas students into the UK. But on
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the other hand……
The PhD is not popular with UK graduates and it is not
guaranteed to produce independent thinkers or researchers. To
use the terminology of the day, it is no longer the gold standard
for innovation, creativity, research quality or research leadership.
Many students have to be persuaded to undertake PhD study, and
they increasingly do so for motives other than intellectual
curiosity. Many of them live to regret their decision. However
none of this means that research or academic life has to stop
without the PhD. We might have to do things differently – let’s
look at an alternative future.
Starting close to home, how would we ensure a supply of
appropriately experienced people for academe? Simple: We
already select academics on the basis of their publication record
(of which their PhD thesis is usually considered to be a negligible
component) and, in the experimental disciplines, on their ability
to win grants. No change would be needed here. Secondly how
can we ensure a supply of trained staff for industrial research
laboratories? Easy; While working they earn certification as a
competent practising electron microscopist, stress analyst, gene
splicer or whatever.
Where do these people gain their experience and training? Why
at Universities of course, but in a slightly different environment.
We currently have to pay research students a grant which is
rapidly approaching the level they could expect as a salary in
their first job. So why don’t we offer jobs in our university
research groups? These would offer similar terms to a job with a
conventional industrial, commercial (or academic) employer – a
negotiated salary, a managed programme of work and one
month’s notice on either side. This would cost research funders
little, if any, more than current arrangements. It would legitimise
the current inevitable practice in which the first six months or so
of a PhD is used to assess whether the student is suited to
research and should pre-empt those unfortunate situations in
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which less suitable candidates are recommended to write up an
MPhil, or find that after three years they have no interest in a
career in research. Those who take to a research career will soon
be writing their papers, bidding for grants and debating with their
peers on the international stage – in fact building a CV like any
other employee. But they will be doing because it is now their
chosen career, for which they are being paid a salary. If they
want the warm glow and the title Doctor they can apply in midcareer for a DSc. They will do so purely for personal satisfaction
since then, as now, a higher doctorate will have no financial
value.
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Materials Defects and Society (2005)
Shortly after I started to learn about crystal defects it occurred to
me that materials scientists have at their fingertips a ready-made
analogue of society. Several decades later, let me explain what I
mean. At the simplest level a perfect crystal, viewed for the
moment as a continuum with particular properties, is rather like
the society we live in, with its particular cultural attitudes. At
room temperature it is thermodynamically inevitable that there
will be point defects – or individuals, in my model. The
behaviour of these individuals is constrained by society - that is
they belong to a specific crystal. However there are many types
of defect, which demonstrate many different behaviours.
Let's take the simplest case of a monatomic crystal - for instance
a metal rather than an alloy. This will have single vacancies,
which will in some cases meet others and bind together to form
di-vacancies (couples, as we might call them). Tri-vacancies exist
(as do ménages à trois) but they are rare. Then we have impurity
atoms or deliberate dopants, which can occupy interstitial or
substitutional sites. We might call these hetero-atoms. Interstitial
hetero-atoms could be those from another culture (non-scientists
perhaps) who have not succeeded in adopting the behaviours of
the host culture (although they could of course, as in real
materials life, be extremely useful). Substitutional atoms have
adopted the cultural values of the host society but are still
detectably different in some respects.
Of course hetero-atoms may find it thermodynamically
favourable to congregate - in clubs, quarters (such as "the Latin
quarter") or eventually in independence movements. These are
our segregates, precipitates or eventually large regions of a new
phase.
In real crystals temperature plays a big role in determining
behaviour, or at least controlling the rate at which things happen.
It is the same in society, if you consider temperature as per-capita
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disposable income. In richer societies (hotter crystals) mobility is
higher, and so (incidentally) is the divorce rate (or divacancy
dissociation rate). I'm not sure whether independence movements
develop faster in rich countries, but no analogy is perfect!
How might this analysis apply to materials science itself? We
certainly have our own crystal structure (set of values) and it
certainly contains its hetero-atoms (those who question those
values and seek to change them). In my own parochial areas
(electron microscopy and undergraduate education), it seems to
me that we are stronger for the presence of the hetero-atoms. As
materials scientists we would of course expect this.
The role of change agents such as lobby groups and special
interest groups (SIGs) can also be explained - they are
dislocations. These are thermo-dynamically unlikely defects
which have been introduced (deliberately in this case) in order to
effect change. They do this by moving through the crystal
(society), slightly modifying the positions of a small percentage
of the point defects (individuals) at any one time but over time
touching a majority of people. The direction of the dislocation,
and its Burgers vector, are influenced (if not completely
controlled) by external factors. Just as a crystal dislocation moves
in response to the application of an external stress, so SIGs moves
in directions encouraged by government policy, society’s
evolving attitudes and even debate at scientific meetings. It is to
be hoped that the directions of these external forces are not
reversed too often or those of us at the core of the dislocation
may get confused (or even fatigued)! Unlike atoms and
vacancies, we tend to have our own beliefs.
Of course, any movement or SIG which would like eventually to
see substantial changes should consider themselves not as a
single dislocation, but as a source of dislocations. I’m not sure yet
how the source works – but the societal analogue of a Frank-Read
source might be described as ―what goes around comes around‖.
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My crystal analogy can be extended in several ways, which I
leave to the rich imaginations of my readers. Alloys? Ordered
crystals? Twins? Grain boundaries? Phase boundaries? Ostwald
ripening? Orowan loops? (When a lobby group tries to surround
you.) Voids? Recrystallization? I am a bit frightened of melting
and re-solidification because I am not at all sure that the new
crystalline material would be any better to be a vacancy in than
the existing one.
Now I'm going to leave the keyboard to interact with the other
half of my divacancy.
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On 60 and coffee rooms (2005)
As I write this, the 60th anniversary of D-day is being celebrated
in Europe and America. The special nature of the 60th
anniversary is that very few of those who lived through D-day
will be around for the 70th or 75th celebrations and this causes
many of us to pause and consider not only our own mortality but
also the special nature of the period of 60 years. This is the
length of time which many men, and more women, in the western
world can expect to spend as an adult. It is the period after
graduation during which those who chose to be scientists or
engineers can expect to continue to learn, understand and be
intrigued by new discoveries and inventions. I recently turned 60
(only physically of course, not mentally) and started to muse on
60-ship, or do I mean 60-hood? I have not yet lived 60 years as
a scientifically-trained adult but one of the most incredible things
about living through fifty years of technological progress (only
fifty - I wasn’t properly aware until I reached the age of ten) is
the realisation of just how much has happened in that time and
just how much has not. Let’s start with the sixties themselves:
My generation was at university and the defining statement of
that age, coined afterwards of course (was it Timothy Leary, Bob
Dylan or Jefferson Airplane?), is ―If you can remember the
sixties, you weren’t there‖. However I can remember them (well some of them), and I can remember some of them well. Does this
define me as a member of that sad species, distained and ridiculed
by my children, the ―scientist‖?
Some sixty-things have scarcely changed since those days: We
still have a 60mph speed limit on most roads in the UK and in
some US states; there are still 60 seconds in a minute and 60
minutes in an hour (but not 60 minutes of programming in an
hour of TV!); we still have 60-watt light bulbs (although 12-watt
low-energy versions are rapidly taking their place); and the
element with atomic number 60 is still neodymium. 60% is what
you don’t have to know to pass an exam at 40%. 60/40 brass
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(copper/zinc) and 60/40 solder (tin/lead) are still in widespread
use and flip-chip technology has created a resurgence of interest
in solders.
So what is new? The 60GB hard drive this file is stored on;
60MB of USB storage for $60; C60 and all its derivatives; NdFe-B super-magnets containing element 60; and the principal
EELS edges for lithium and selenium are at (almost) 60eV – OK,
they always have been, but in the sixties nobody knew or cared!
Leaving 60 aside for a moment just reflect on nanotubes, lightemitting polymers, STM, AFM, fractals, the word ―photonic‖,
MOSFET, quantum dots, GaN, cubic BN, DLC, Kevlar, selfassembly, thermochromics, HTC, ink jet technology, metallic
glasses…… The feature that all these topics have in common is
that they were not known (or in most cases even thought of) when
I graduated. Each of these huge areas of study is new in my
working lifetime. I have subsequently worked on about three of
them, so for these I immersed myself professionally in the
background. But how did I learn about the others? The politically
correct answer might be to say that as a chartered professional
engineer I am fully committed to continuing professional
development (CPD, also called life long learning, LLL) and have
been attending up-dating courses for a week or more of each year
of my working life. This would of course be untrue for me, and I
suspect for most of us. However I do believe that I have picked
up enough (sometimes only just enough!) to understand the
context and key issues around each new topic. How was this
done? Three ways seem to have been especially important:
Attending conferences which were not focused on my current
research specialism (the MRS Fall meeting fits this bill perfectly,
and I try to attend every year); Regularly reading one or more
professional journals (MRS Bulletin, Materials World, Materials
Today and Physics World in my case) and; Spending time as
often as I can in Departmental coffee rooms – ours at Liverpool
when I’m at home and yours in your lab when I’m visiting
elsewhere. This is actually the most useful resource of all
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because it occurs almost daily, it is unthreatening and noncompetitive, and at 60 I can ask any question I like, however
stupid it might turn out to be. Long live coffee rooms. By the
way, did you know that bulk coffee comes in 60kg bags?
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Fiction, faction, function or What’s in a
name? (2005)
Juliet assured Romeo ―What’s in a name? That which we call a
rose, by any other word would smell as sweet.‖ [1] Maybe; Or
as Evelyn Waugh would have said: ―Up to a point, Lord Copper.‖
[2] The names we use for materials definitely modify our
attitude to them. More importantly, they probably modify the
public’s attitude too. Let’s stay with fiction for a moment. Think
of the internationally best known fictional material – Kryptonite
[3]. Why are we familiar with it? Because of repetition to us at a
formative age. But what a crazy name – it is supposed to be a
metallic element, but its name is based on krypton (an inert gas,
not a solid) with an ending appropriate to a compound, not an
element. What was wrong with saturnium, or argabuthonium?
[4] Since 1949, generations of young people have been confused
about inert gases and the endings for metallic elements!
Other fictional inventions have had happier results. In Peter Pan
[5], pixie dust allows you to fly if you are thinking happy
thoughts; IBM updated the concept when describing its
antiferromagnetically-coupled media technology, which can
increase the data capacity of hard drives by using "magnetic pixie
dust".
Dust itself is a material in Philip Pullman’s trilogy [6] – or is it?
Many believe that, rather than a physical material, dust is an
allusion to God. This is more interesting than the idea of an allpervasive fine-grained material which settles on any flat surface
overnight, but it does not help our confused youth get to grips
with the material universe.
From fictional to factional materials. How else would you
describe the sub-set of metallurgists who support aluminium
against steel, or the coterie of semiconductor mystics who
espouse gallium arsenide in the face of silicon? And, more
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seriously still, the nuclear faction in the energy industry, who
have a whole set of materials and problems to themselves. The
issue here for materials researchers is not the political decision
making, nor even the materials selection and disposal problems,
but the potential disappearance of this faction because of nonreplacement by young incomers. This threatens to leave society
with no expertise to draw upon when making future decisions in a
vital area, and risks new designs requiring that elusive fictional
element unobtainium [7].
And so to a term defined by optimists – functional materials.
This is so good a misnomer that it should have been coined by a
political spin doctor. It was presumably devised as a put-down
for materials capable of providing good, solid, mechanical
functions such as load-bearing or energy-absorption or flexibility
sustained over millions of cycles. Or long-established humdrum
functions like conduction of electricity or heat. Or decorative
functions such as sheen or grain. It is not clear what a ―functional
material‖ can actually do. In what way is the function of passing
electrons and holes in opposite directions, or emitting light, or
exhibiting magnetism qualitatively different from bearing a load
with a known deflection? There is no difference except in the
hyperbolic minds of those powerful people who gave the names.
The functional name which transcends all others is ―smart
material‖. In my pantheon a smart person is one who knows the
same things that I know, but goes on to draw far more useful or
far-reaching conclusions from this knowledge. To me, a smart
person is therefore delightfully unpredictable – if I could predict
their conclusions I would not consider them smart. On the other
hand, a smart material is one which we design, and expect, to
behave in a totally predictable way, always responding to a
stimulus in the same boring fashion. This is the antithesis of
smart behaviour – it is in fact dumb – but would we have been
funded for work on dumb materials?
In response to this excess of hype, which is threatening to swamp
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the unglamorously-named but rather important structural
materials – concrete, alloys, wood, nylon – I suggest that we
found a lobby group to counter discrimination against strong,
cheap, useful (and therefore unsexy) materials. I have not found
a good name yet: Society for the Love of Unfashionable
Materials and their Properties sounded promising until I looked at
the acronym. But I have started on the promotional campaign; It
is focussing initially on mud-slinging and will describe functional
materials as puny, brittle, expensive and inaccurately named.
Rather unattractive, don’t you think? Would you fund work on
ruinously expensive, weak materials with very limited behaviours
made from poisonous elements? That should put paid to the
gallium arsenide faction, for a start.
Fictional but functional footnotes
1. Shakespeare: Romeo & Juliet, Act 2, scene 2
2. Evelyn Waugh: Scoop
3. Superman
4. Argabuthon, a minor planet in Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy by Douglas Adams
5. J M Barrie: Peter Pan
6. Philip Pullman: His Dark Materials
7. www.wikipedia.org, fictional materials
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A brown study (2006)
My favourite domestic product is undoubtedly bleach. Is your
coffee mug looking stained? Simple washing does not clean it?
Just add a dash of bleach, leave for a few minutes and rinse. Hey
presto – effortless cleansing! Is the shower cubicle beginning to
collect those inevitable black lines of mould? Brush bleach on,
walk away, run the shower again later and it’s all gone. I could
go on, but I won’t because this is not a household product
commercial, it’s all about recycling.
In many countries it is now the practice to separate our trash,
most of which is packaging, into four or five different containers.
In my household we sort into glass, paper, plastics and metal,
garden waste and ―the rest‖. Modern standards for house design
are beginning to specify that every new dwelling should have
space for at least five trash containers. This would entail a
complete re-design of our apartment, in which the kitchen is
already festooned with plastic bags containing plastic bags and
rows of bottles waiting to be carried individually to their
embarrassingly public collection point.
Although re-cycling has caught the public imagination as a selfevidently good thing, has anyone given enough consideration to
the difficult issues it raises in a thoughtful household? How
much time is being wasted while we stand in front of the five
containers holding a piece of packaging in which plastic and
paper are permanently welded together. Where to put it? What
about those wonderful confectionary wrappers which are metallic
on one side and paper on the other? My father once bet me ―five
bob‖ that I could not separate the two layers. It took me half an
hour, but I did it – perhaps that’s the point at which I committed
to becoming an engineer. Five bob, by the way, was five
shillings, now known as 25p or less than 50c. In the sixties it
would buy me a new piece of rolling stock for my model railway
(another marker on the way to geek-dom and engineering).
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A further dilemma is whether to wash the items to be thrown
away. Which is the minimum energy way forward? What is the
cost of the mental anguish of a tidy person contemplating putting
a plastic container in the proper bin while it still contains
substantial traces of coleslaw?
Bottles represent further anguish. Until recently we were
encouraged to separately file these as clear, green or brown,
resulting in hesitation – potentially extending to tension
headaches – over the very pale tinted ones, or those blue overpriced water bottles. More recently a touch of intellectual
honesty has emerged, recognising the fact that it is virtually
impossible to imagine that colour purity could be maintained in
public bottle banks. Last week our three neighbourhood bottle
banks were all over-painted with the slogan ―use for all colours of
glass‖.
Children soon learn, while painting, that mixing colours always
leads, eventually, to brown. The same must be true, surely, for
recycled materials. So what happens to the mixed glass, or the
plastic bottles with contrastingly-coloured caps? For the glass, I
suspect that it does not matter much because its recycled use is
likely to be undramatic and hidden – as road fill for instance.
But recycled plastics have a great future. The mundane reality in
Europe is that we use plastic bags for our groceries and that much
of this material is collected, sent to China, and returned to Europe
as more (basically white) plastic bags. This seems a huge waste
of energy, but I suppose that you can load an awful lot of plastic
bags on one ship! However the more imaginative thing to do is
to exploit the inevitable tendency to converge on a muddy colour
and to recycle plastics as products which we want to be brown.
As it happens, on both sides of the Atlantic, there is a need for
vast volumes of brown products for use as fencing and decking.
What could be better? We can exploit the intrinsic nondegradability of most polymers by using them for purposes where
we want them to last for ever in a hostile, wet, environment. And
at the same time we can save trees! I am told that the volume of
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solid brown stuff needed just for fencing exceeds by two or three
orders of magnitude the volume of synthetic polymers produced
each year. Here, on our doorstep, is a real use for waste plastics.
No worries about purity, colour or shipping around the world –
just melt and extrude, or hot compress, and you have a fence post,
decking plank, railway sleeper, building block or roadside kerb.
A couple of interesting points come out of this analysis. The
lifetime of the secondary recycled product is likely to be orders of
magnitude longer than that of the primary product, which gives a
better perspective on the life cycle analysis of apparently shortlived products such as plastic milk bottles. An even more
significant consequence is the drive to produce more polymeric
materials. At current rates of production we just don’t have
enough scrap plastic to fulfil society’s need for fence posts. It
will become a civic duty to consume plastic bags and bottles, so
that our state parks can have the decking and fencing they
deserve without the loss of a single tree!
But what if you do want clear glass, or white plastic, from your
recycled materials? If you want to be able to tell Chartreuse from
Grand Marnier without opening the bottle, or to see out of the
window? Or don’t like to think of milk coming in a brown
bottle? Then you have to give thanks for the industrial equivalent
of my household bleach.
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Education for life (2006)
The following dialogue between a knowledgeable and eager
potential student and a successful high-flying recent
undergraduate in materials science was overhead in the subway
last week:
Knowledgeable, eager, enthusiastic novice (KEEN): After a
really good guest lecture at high school the other day, I’m
convinced that materials provide the foundations of modern
society and I’d like to study materials science at university.
Successful high-flying recent undergraduate (SHRUG): That’s a
coincidence – I’ve just graduated in materials science from one of
the country’s top universities.
KEEN: Perhaps you can tell me about your experiences. I
learned that the most-used materials in the world are concrete,
brick, stone and steel, so presumably most of your time was
devoted to these materials?
SHRUG: Not at all. We had one course on steel – it took about
3% of our study time – but nobody mentioned concrete or stone.
KEEN: So I guess you spent more time on the other major
materials – wood, clay and whiteware ceramics, glass, leather,
paper and textiles? I understand that the world uses more leather
than zinc, for instance.
SHRUG: Actually it’s about the same tonnage of zinc and
leather, but hey, who’s counting?
KEEN: I bet handbags sell for more dollars per kg than brass!
There seem to be lots of cool new materials around; potato chips
come in paper which looks like metal, and my sister just got a
new sports car with what she calls goniochromic paint – it seems
to be a different colour depending on the direction you look at it.
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How do they work?
SHRUG: No idea –we didn’t do paint or paper.
KEEN: So what materials did you study?
SHRUG: I don’t remember any course which was devoted to a
particular material, but we did have a couple called ―polymers‖
and one on ―ceramics‖. I’m not sure that I know how to make a
plastic bucket or a washbasin, but I do know how crystals deform
and how it is we can use a reactive metal such as aluminium for
saucepans. And a few of the staff were very enthusiastic about
silicon for chips.
KEEN: OK, so let’s accept that you don’t know anything about
the 600 million tonnes of paper we use every year, but you do
know why we use 16 million tonnes of copper and a few tonnes
of silicon. What else did you learn?
SHRUG: We did maths for two years, so I can solve a second
order partial differential equation – or at least I could two years
ago.
KEEN: I assume that you had to use that sort of stuff in your last
year or two at university and in your current job.
SHRUG: Oh no, no at all. I did a project on nickel-based
superalloys with lots of microscopy, measuring precipitate sizes
and so on. I guess I had to calculate an average now and again.
In my new job I do materials selection using some nifty software,
and I have to work out why some components failed, but I never
have to do any calculations.
KEEN: I did a bit of homework on professional qualifications and
several professional bodies told me that ―design‖ is a key part of
all engineering education. How does this fit into materials
science?
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SHRUG: I’m not sure. I had to spend a week making a steel
bracket in ―workshop practice‖, but I’m sure I didn’t design it. I
did hear about alloy design in a third-year course but none of the
Mech Eng students seemed to know what this was.
KEEN: I bet it was exciting finding out a load of things for
yourself. I guess you use the internet a lot, as well as the library.
SHRUG: Yes, it’s very easy to find a lot of information and then
cut and paste it into your report, but the professors were very
negative about most of our findings – they accused us of using
other peoples’ words and ideas and kept referring to it as
plagiarism.
KEEN: So how is life different now you are working in industry?
SHRUG: It’s fun. My boss keeps sending me off to find out what
other people are doing (sometimes quite discreetly when it’s
work in another company). He seems pleased when I put all this
stuff into my reports.
KEEN: Isn’t that what you just called plagiarism? So did your
education prepare you for life in industry?
SHRUG: A good plagiarised answer might be ―Up to a point,
Lord Copper‖.
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Books do furnish a room (2006)
I recently moved my office for the third time in two years. Our
Department of Engineering is being re-structured and refurbished. Many of you would call it re-modeling and I wish it
was literally only modeling, which might involve planning and
programming but no demolition men, carpenters or painters!
However, four moves it must be (one more to get to my final
destination) so I have taken each move as an opportunity to
review my professional possessions. The first decisions were
easy and I reduced my need for filing cabinets by about 40% at
each move - at the expense of back strain shifting the re-cycling
bags full of paper. Then I looked at my book shelves. I have had
a life-long love-love relationship with books and had
accumulated more than 1000 books, theses and journal volumes.
In the age of the web, how many of these could I now justify, and
what should I do with the rest?
Again, the early decisions were easy – offer the journals to the
library, and trash the remainder. Done. The second stage was to
set up a ―yard sale‖ (or rather a ―yard giveaway‖) on a table
outside my office door and email my colleagues and all our
students, asking them to help themselves. This re-housed a
hundred or so volumes, but another hundred or so had to be
trashed. Then I was down to the hard core. What had to remain?
With one move to go, (and then retirement is not far off, so my
wife’s views will also need to come into play), this is where I
have got to:
Books with my name on the spine – preserved out of pure vanity,
despite their low intrinsic value, particularly the older ones.
My students’ theses – reprieved for the moment for reasons of
nostalgia. But can they survive the next cull, when the fact that
they are big and heavy and the library holds each master copy
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will be a telling argument?
Books written to support the teaching and learning of various
aspects of materials science (thermodynamics, dislocation theory,
alloy theory, semiconductor physics …). All have gone, in a
victory of realism over nostalgia in recognition that not only do I
not teach these topics now, but in some cases I never have taught
them! Many of these texts were collected in a spirit of optimistic
pseudo-professionalism, on the premise that I should be equipped
to teach any core topic if necessary. All the volumes are underused, and some of them remain unopened since they arrived.
What a weight off my shoulders and shelves. Just once, recently,
I thought I might regret this draconian action. I was explaining
critical nucleus size to a student, and glibly started to say ―You
can read it up in…‖, but the book was gone. However two clicks
in a web search located excellent lecture notes (someone else’s of
course) and the problem was solved.
The most dog-eared book on my shelves, I now realize, is the
1962 Dover edition of Carmichael and Smith’s Mathematical
Tables and Formulas. I have not used the tables since about
1970, but the list of formulas has been consulted with great
regularity. This is probably the only book on my shelves to have
been opened every year since I graduated – apart from my
English dictionary, which has had to be replaced twice in that
time. So I’m going to keep Carmichael & Smith for a while yet.
It seems still to be true that the world expects an academic to
have shelves of books, so what do mine now look like? I have
managed to reduce the total from 1000 to 150 volumes, of which
about 30 are theses and twenty or so relate to the topics I
currently teach (mainly project management, not metallurgy).
Most of these will go in the next cull, so what types of book will
make it through to the final? I will keep books which offer
opinions, not facts, or insights, not knowledge and I am lucky
enough to know many of their authors, who have enriched my life
in person as well as through their writing. These are likely to
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include Rod Cotterill’s Cambridge Guide to the Material World
(much more than a coffee-table book, with a second edition due
soon), Robert Cahn’s thoughtful essays and his contribution to
the debate about the origins and nature of our discipline, Steve
Sass’s Substance of Civilization, Phil Ball’s Made to Measure
(albeit a little too chemical for my taste), Ivan Amato’s Stuff (the
best choice of title, by far, and the best introduction to the range
and excitement of our discipline for a non-scientist) and Ken
Easterling’s Tomorrow’s Materials (for a reminder of what the
future looked like twenty years ago).
Finally if I had to select just one book, which happens also to be
the smallest and lightest and out of print, it would be ―What’s the
Use of Lectures?‖ by Donald Bligh, published by Penguin in
1971 and bought by me in 1972. Bligh’s main conclusion is ―not
much‖ and this is the book which changed my life from materials
researcher to educator. The complete transition took a long time
but it really has been worth it and I will keep that particular 150g
of well-researched common sense in my office, however often
they move me.
PS: Books Do Furnish a Room is a novel by Anthony Powell,
the tenth in the sequence of twelve comprising his masterpiece, A
Dance to the Music of Time.
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Making waves (2007)
A few weeks ago I was looking out of the window of my
Reykjavik hotel room wearing my corduroy jacket and kilt,
watching workmen laying underground drainage while talking on
the phone to my son about roofing his garage with PVC sheeting.
While I was watching, a car collided with the one ahead of it, but
luckily no-one was hurt. As I put the phone down, my wife
looked up from her task of wrapping a present (a print of a
beautiful butterfly in a ploughed field) in bubble wrap and
cardboard. As I strolled towards the bathroom I noticed that the
door was damaged and I could see the paper honeycomb which
separated the two veneer panels (it was a cheap hotel). When I
emerged we discussed the potential benefits, or otherwise, of the
latest anti-wrinkle cream – for both of us, I hasten to add before
my wife reads this. Being a materials scientist, instead of
thinking ahead to the organ concert in Hallgrimmskirke booked
for the evening, or back to the whales we had watched that
morning, I thought, as I’m sure you would have, ―corrugations‖
and then ―gratings‖! Come to think of it, the whales probably
had corrugations too, but they did not throw themselves far
enough out of the water for us to see them. Or open their mouths
wide enough for me to resolve the baleen grating.
The observation which triggered this train of thought was that
many buildings in Iceland use ―corrugated iron‖ for their roof and
walls. Apart from making a lot of noise in the rain, galvanised
steel has some excellent properties for use in buildings. When
corrugated it has high stiffness in one direction, is thin and cheap.
But in Iceland they usually paint it, often in a bright colour. This
is presumably for architectural impact, not for corrosion
protection; However my observation is that on most corrugated
roofs and walls the paint was peeling, whereas almost none were
rusting. The effect of the coat of paint was therefore to make
most buildings look scruffy and inelegant, while offering nearzero additional corrosion protection. A victory of form over
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function? I am surprised that pre-coated, and thus coloured,
galvanised steel is not used more – but then I live only a few
miles from the UK’s main coil-coating plant at Shotton.
My corduroy jacket, pleated kilt and the ploughed field simply
reinforced the ubiquitous and commonplace appearance of
corrugations. (Isn’t it a lovely word, designed to be pronounced
by a French voice with the r’s rolled.)
Under the roads the workmen were laying flexible polymeric
pipes, corrugated into the familiar bellows-like shape (and not,
I’m sure, painted). My handset was connected to the telephone
by a spiral cord, again designed for flexibility but this time prone
to tangling. At some point in its journey to my son, the telephone
signal probably passed through an antenna with a corrugated
horn.
The car occupants escaped serious injury from their accident
because of the presence of energy-absorbing corrugated tubing in
their crumple zones. Our faces potentially had their wrinkles
removed – a sort of anti-corrugation – by a cream which
presumably shrinks the skin, lowering the total surface area.
Which brings us to bubble wrap, which is not itself corrugated
but has replaced that lovely product ―corrugated cardboard‖.
Bubble wrap is to corrugated cardboard as quantum dots are to
quantum wires (but easier to handle). Bubble wrap can of course
be wrapped in any direction, and folded along any axis, as
opposed to the single easy-fold axis of corrugated cardboard.
Bubble wrap is therefore good for packing but less good for
making structures, and much less easy to glue together.
Nowadays when we set students the task of making a loadbearing structure out of card or paper they have to resort to
folding in order to design in some compressive strength or
stiffness. But folding does not work for the fabric of my pleated
kilt, which drapes well over any shape, even my knobbly knees.
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The single easy-fold axis for a corrugated material is even worse
for honeycomb structures. This is fine for a flat structure such as
a door, but less good for curved forms. It is well known that a
thin honeycomb will, if bent about one axis in its plane,
spontaneously bend in the opposite direction about the orthogonal
direction. This forms a col (or saddle shape), and cannot be
persuaded to cover a convex shape such as the end of a
submarine. For this we need an auxetic honeycomb, with a
negative Poisson ratio. It is nice to see that this terminology has
made it into Wikipedia, so you can check me on this one.
So corrugations are everywhere – flat materials are so last year
(or do I mean last century?). Lots of challenges remain: Has
anyone made an auxetic steel sheet yet? Why was corrugated
steel called ―wriggly tin‖? Tin? Why are the corrugated
―rumble strips‖ on roads so irritating? Do you even have them in
other parts of the world? Will ―box-profile‖ PVC sheet ever take
over from the conventional ―sine-wave‖ sheet? If so, why? I
could go on, but my thousand words are almost up.
OK, so the kilt was an exaggeration; I’m English and not given to
wearing skirts. And the butterfly? Crossed gratings giving moiré
fringes. Now I’m going off to contribute to that well-known
interactive on-line soap opera ―Corrugation Street‖ (really!).
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The short ones are the best (2007)
Have you ever struggled with a Henry James sentence and wished
for the brevity of the Hemingway version? No? How about a
detailed twenty-page paper on interface crystallography versus an
undergraduate revision aid (―All you need to know about crystals
on one pocket-sized card‖). Those of us who write for others,
and I guess that is all of us, are constantly balancing the length
and detail of our descriptions and discussions with the potential
difficulties faced by the reader and the level of helpfulness and
understanding we can achieve.
I have always found it useful to remember the joke (cliché?) that
there is an uncertainty relationship (not a Heisenberg relationship
– see below) between truth and clarity: More truth, less clarity or
t x c = p, the pithiness constant. Perhaps I have an exceptionally
short attention span but I have found a similar relationship
between length and understanding – the longer the text the less I
understand or l x u = T, the take-home message.
For lectures there is a well-established equation for T. The takehome message from a course of n lectures is:
n

c . f
i

k
i

. f i t .ei .Ri

1

where

c is the intended content of each lecture, fk is the fraction of the
content which is correct (not always equal to unity!), ft is the
fraction of time which the listener (student) is awake, e is the
effectiveness of the presentation and R is the amount retained by
the listener ten weeks later. The reason that lectures are almost
useless is that ft is rarely bigger than 0.25 (a fifteen minute
attention span in an hour-long lecture) while R is probably closer
to 0.1.
Some of the best understanding can be put across using a very
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few well chosen words. I like, for instance Peter Atkins’ (in
Galileo’s Finger) ―all viable engines have a cold sink‖ or the
traditional statement of the second law of thermodynamics ―you
can’t even break even‖. My own pithy and infallible recipe for
weight loss is ―eat less, sweat more‖.
Succinct, memorable, statements ensure that the overall key point
is understood (or at least memorised) so that there is a conceptual
foundation for deeper understanding to be built on. If I don’t
know what the Carnot cycle or Bernouilli’s equation is about I
have no chance of understanding it either qualitatively or
quantitatively. It is also not helpful to attach the names of people
to important concepts because they provide no clue to what they
are about. For the life of me I still cannot remember what a
Pourbaix diagram contains – or an Ellingham diagram. Would I
go so far as to ban Charpy, Young’s, Mattheissen or van der
Waals – or even (shock, horror) Miller and Bravais? What about
Widmannstätten, Vickers and Rockwell, von Mises, Frank and
Shockley, Wulff and Laue, Hooke, Kirkendall, Gibbs and
Helmholtz, Bragg and Burgers, Compton and Rutherford? We
must have a huge respect for the individuals and their
contributions, but …. Sweep their names away from the concepts
we are trying to teach. The challenge for us is to find short
memorable phrases which describe the idea not the person. This
is not easy and I will just offer a few as starters:
Tensile elastic modulus (Young’s); Diamond indentation
hardness (Vickers); Elastic particle scattering (Rutherford);
Lattice closure failure vector (Burgers).
However this process could easily lead to the other obfuscation
technique beloved of lazy, hasty writers, the acronym. So don’t
let’s replace Young’s modulus by TEM, and let’s try to banish
DBTT, TTT, UHMWPR, PTFE, PET, PEEK, MOSFET and even
(close to my heart) STEM – at least while we are teaching.
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Identity crisis (2008)
What a piece of work is man, argued Hamlet, before going on to
describe the principal attributes of a materials scientist: noble in
reason ... infinite in faculties … express and admirable, in action
how like an angel, in apprehension how like a god!
(Shakespeare’s exclamation mark, not mine). While this list of
attributes will, I am sure, resonate with all readers of this
Bulletin, I am concerned that other citizens of the world do not
associate them immediately with the profession of materials
scientist. Indeed many of them are not even aware of the
profession of materials scientist. In part this is because we
ourselves do not always claim this identity. Reflecting on my
own development over the past forty years, I have called myself a
metallurgist, a scientist, a microscopist, a materials scientist, a
materials engineer, a research manager, an engineering educator
or simply an engineer. Others of you will have used the terms
ceramist, polymer scientist, chemist, (solid state) physicist and
many more. (I also like to think of myself as a dilettante – which
I consider a term of approbation rather than an insult, implying
that I enjoy what I do.) No wonder Jo(e) Public is confused. If
we do not know who we are, how can we expect the rest of the
world to identify our profession?
So who is a materials scientist, and what is materials science?
Within our discipline this is relatively simple to define: A
Materials Scientist is someone who joins the Materials Research
Society, or who voluntarily becomes a member of an appropriate
professional body (for instance TMS in the USA, IoM3 in the
UK, SF2M in France, and so on). Another self-definition has
become evident to me recently in the UK context – choosing to
submit one’s research to the ―Metallurgy and Materials‖ panel of
the quinquennial Research Assessment Exercise (as opposed to
the ―Physics‖, ―Chemistry‖ or ―Mechanical Engineering‖
panels). But what a varied, and interesting, lot we are. We might
be working on metals, semiconductors, polymers, freshly-
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synthesised nanomaterials or on leather, wood, food or
pharmaceuticals. We publish our work in journals aimed at
medics, astrophysicists, physical chemists or consumer
electronics buffs. Four of the five most popular journals among
UK submissions to the Metallurgy and Materials panel of the
Research Assessment Exercise have the word Physics in their
title! Only six of the top twenty journals used by these
researchers contain the word Materials. How can we be surprised
that nobody knows about Materials Science when, for all the best
of motives, we emphasize our contributions to physics,
chemistry, medicine and engineering rather than our contributions
to our own discipline of materials science? We are so good at
collaboration, so quick to appreciate the potential significance of
our work and so naturally interdisciplinary that we forget that we
have our own discipline. But we do often find ourselves running
those collaborations – we seem to me to be disproportionately
successful at managing other scientists and engineers.
Let’s now approach the identity issue from the other end – from
the perspective of our great-grand-children, looking back at us.
What will they think were the successes of materials science?
Will they identify the driving down of the dielectric layer
thickness in electronic devices, or the driving up of the
temperature at which we can use turbine blades or maintain
superconductivity or the clever ways we developed to synthesise
optical materials nearly as good as opal? Or is it more likely they
will wish to celebrate the ―plastic chips‖ which enable the latest
washing machine to clean a load of clothes using (and heating)
only one cupful of water? I don’t know how this works so cannot
be more precise, but since the machine uses much less energy and
much less water I would guess that our descendants (whose
chance of surviving and not having to fight wars over water
supplies would have been enhanced) might be very grateful. In a
similar vein self-cleaning products (windows, cars and - already
– clothes) will make a big contribution to lowering energy and
water needs. I do hope that the inventors responsible for these
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developments, as well as those who gave us LED lighting, will
call themselves materials scientists, or perhaps materials
engineers, and not physicists or polymer chemists or chemical
engineers. As a 21st century Shakespeare might have had Hamlet
say ―To proclaim yourself a materials scientists or not, that is the
question.‖ Claim your identity, materials scientists, or you will
become - to complete Hamlet’s soliloquy – not ―the paragon of
animals‖ but ―this quintessence of dust‖.
PS: What a piece of work is a man, how noble in reason, how
infinite in faculties, in form and moving how express and
admirable, in action how like an angel, in apprehension how like
a god! the beauty of the world, the paragon of animals—and yet,
to me, what is this quintessence of dust? From Hamlet, Act 2
Scene 2.
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Crystal Wall Gazing or No Vacancy (2008)
I recently read Bleak House for the first time, my early exposure
to Dickens having been limited to Oliver Twist, A Christmas
Carol and Great Expectations. It becomes immediately apparent,
reading as an adult, that Dickens was a master of metaphor and
simile. Not a page goes by without the coinage of a startlingly
apposite comparison of some aspect of human behaviour with
some other familiar feature of nineteenth century life. The 21st
Century scientist’s equivalent tools tend to be analogies and
models, but their purpose is the same – to make the topic clear
and memorable.
Bleak House, in common with most houses in the UK, is built of
brick and stone. In my professional educator’s constant quest for
models to help explain and enliven my subject matter, I have
been gazing intently at walls. At first glance a wall displays the
characteristics of a two-dimensional crystal – it has a lattice upon
which is repeated a motif (usually no more than one or two
bricks). So far, so boring. However, to my initial surprise but
lasting delight, older walls frequently display evidence for all
manner of crystal defects. Substitutional atoms are easily found
(fig 1), but the first line defect I spotted was an edge dislocation
(fig 2), then another, with a plane of larger atoms (fig 3). More
surprising was the emerging surface step revealing the presence
of a screw dislocation (fig 4). Now I was really tuned in, so
delta-doping layers (fig 5) and quantum wells (fig 6) leaped to
my attention. My latest discovery is a tetra-vacancy (fig 7)
which at a far-distant point of my early career I might have
accused of being the nucleus for a stacking fault tetrahedron. I
have also spotted, but have no space to show, ordered crystals,
non-close-packed structures and inter-phase boundaries galore.
The most difficult defect to spot has been the vacancy – I have a
couple of rather poor examples, but no crisp single vacant site –
obviously the formation energy is far too high.
All the walls I have used in this article lie on the routes I take in
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my daily life – they are in my home village, my local city
(Chester) and on my walking route from Lime Street Station to
the University of Liverpool. If any reader spots other examples I
would be grateful if you would send me an image – who knows,
there might be a coffee-table book here (or should it be,
nowadays, a coffee-break web site?)!

Figure 1 - substitutional atom
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Figure 2 - an edge dislocation

Figure 3 - an edge dislocation with segregated large atoms
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Figure 4 - an emerging screw dislocation

Figure 5 - a delta-doped region
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Figure 6 - a quantum well

Figure 7 - a tetravacancy
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How will we train a materials scientist in
2020?
A speculative peep into the future (Notes for a lecture given in
2000 – these are only notes, not an essay!)
This evening’s lecture is designed to be provocative. Much of it
may not come true, but it might be worth thinking about some of
the issues. My aim is to make every one of you think that at least
one of my ideas is crazy, my hope is that no one amongst you
will think that all of them are crazy.
My credentials for even thinking about these issues are:
Educated in Wimbledon & Birmingham; 35 years researching
into aspects of materials science, including metals, carbon, inert
gases and semiconductors; 30 years teaching in Universities; 10
years managing educators; leader of first group to systematically
apply computers to teaching in materials; director of the only
HEFCE TLTP project in Materials; Director of the LTSN Subject
Centre in Materials. Currently Pro Vice Chancellor (Information
Services, Medicine and Vets, Science & Arts).
National background: When I went to University, participation
rate was 5-8% of age group; it is now about 33% and the
government’s target is 50%. Then, grants covered all costs for 6
years; now both degree and PhD probably take 4 years and after 8
years a graduate can expect a debt of tens of £k. Then, CPD and
LLL had not been articulated (although many of us had mentally
signed up to them, because they make life more interesting).
Then I only knew what little I was told; now every student can
shop around.
Let me start by addressing the question: What do materials
scientists/engineers do (usually as part of a team)?
 Selection/specification [largely computer-based]
 Post-hoc failure diagnostics [will be computer-based]
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Research into materials improvements
Development of new materials
Technical marketing/sales [does not demand a great depth of
materials knowledge or understanding]
Process management [ditto]
Safety monitoring/risk assessment
Education of the next generation
Management [mostly uses unrelated skills] and leadership
[amazingly often – we must be doing something right]

New materials in my working lifetime have included: GFRP,
CFRP, Kevlar, MMC, HTC, glassy metals, III-V and II-VI
semiconductors, GaN, Er-doped glass fibre amplifiers, quantum
wells, wires and dots, (deliberately) functionally-graded
materials, cleaner versions of metals, polymers and ceramics,
HSLA steels, plastic coated steel, slowly soluble drug delivery
ceramics, quasi-crystals. I have never attended a course on any
of these topics (actually one, for one week), so how can we
ensure that I (and thousands of others like me) know anything
about them?
Methods of CPD include:
 Doing research in the area
 Having to use the material – urgent need to know
 Having to teach the topic – desperately urgent need to know
 Reading technical & professional journals
 Attending seminars and conferences
 Workplace (coffee-room) environment
What do you need to know to be able to take advantage of these
opportunities for LLL? This is the key question and it is both
very easy and very difficult to answer. The easy answer is:
Key concepts which are long-lived and material independent.
The remaining difficult questions are: what are these concepts
and how do we encourage people to learn them without becoming
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either a) confused or b) asleep.
The key concepts: do they or do they not include?:
Crystal structures and the rest of crystallography [Miller indices,
Weiss Zone Law?]. Point defects, stacking faults, symmetry,
Hume-Rothery rules, plane stress, plane strain, solution of
differential equations and most of engineering maths, heat
transfer theory, models for visco-elasticity, conduction
mechanisms, E-k diagrams, all of dislocation theory, most of
metallurgical thermodynamics, indexing of diffraction patterns,
theories of the yield point, composite laminate theory, nucleation
theory, much of diffusion theory, ?
Example: Why thermodynamics? Once we have good interatomic potentials why do any bonding theory? Modelling can do
it all. Do not need electron theory of metals, but probably do need
band theory of semiconductors.
Key concepts might include:
 All materials are composed of atoms, which contain electrons
and can aggregate in various ways (molecules, crystals)
 Microstructure exists and is important in controlling
properties,
 There are crystalline and non-crystalline solid states. The
crystalline state is usually defective.
 All systems tend to lower their energy. Often ―material plus
oxygen‖ gives a lower energy state!
 Kinetics can be as important as, or more important than,
energetics. It depends very strongly on temperature.
 Lots of behaviour can be described mathematically and
modelled,
 Not all materials cost the same or are in infinite supply,
 Every decision made by an engineer has legal implications
How can we make any of this interesting if its application cannot
be perceived by the student? We are driven back to a mixture of
theory and applications. It probably matters what theory but I am
happy to assert that it does not matter in the slightest what the
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applications are (because they will be irrelevant within five
years). So the applications might as well be those which interest
the current individual student. Why not build the whole of a
―course‖ (whatever that might be) around a well-known artefact –
minidisk or CD player – in-line roller skate, satellite navigation
device? [Answer – because it would cost too much to revise our
courses]
Only a small fraction of our graduates are needed (or can be
afforded) for the R&D function. Two problems: how do we
select them (or rather allow and encourage them to rise through
the system), and what is the core of knowledge and understanding
that the rest, the bulk of graduates, need? How do we design a
system which can cope with (and stimulate) all types of student
when, in the UK, we have to call all HE outcomes a ―degree‖?
There is lots of future technology, easily predictable now, which
is going to change the nature of a materials scientist’s work and
life:
“The future is with us now – it is just not very evenly distributed”
William Gibson







Lab-on-a-chip analyser linked to database of materials
specifications
Pattern recognition-based failure diagnostic tool
Materials selection as part of a design team, using computer
methods
Mathcad or mathematica
Materials engineering on a variety of scales – atomic, nano,
micro, meso, visible, macro
Legal implications of choice of materials – target properties
and statistical variation, therefore measurement of properties,
tolerances and safety margins, audit trails, [similar to
pharmaceutical industry standards] toxicity, economic cost of
production,
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Subject matter









Nano fabrication - bottom up will have equal emphasis to
bulk down;
real materials engineering;
interface to organic and bio systems will be important, either
for body use or for biotechnology processing;
no longer use terms metal, ceramic, polymer, semiconductor
since so many components will contain aspects of each;
not just functionally graded materials but functionally
integrated;
processing of materials will be modelled by computer,
as will alloy design (not just of metals);
basic emphasis on microstructure/property relationship will
remain

The education or training process: School to HE to CPD to LLL.
Key question: Popularity of science and engineering in society will it have changed? I’m really not sure – there are arguments
both ways, but the anti-science lobby is depressingly in the
ascendant at the moment.
What will initial HE consist of? Science base or technology
taster, or general education?
It will be too expensive to reach professional level in one stint,
funded by taxes; professional formation will be seen as separate
from initial education.
Choice at 18 may be: 2yr "degree", 3 or 4yr "honours degree"
followed by 2yr ft or 4yr p/t professional qualification, followed
by 2 to 4 weeks per year CPD (3 weeks = 6% = amount spent by
consultants on training).
JIT(just in time) – can it work? Based on what core knowledge?
Whole process will be modular and could be accelerated by
taking modules early (e.g. 1st year University modules at school
or opting for exam when ready - why should we control rate of
learning?).
Second choice is DL(distance learning) or F2F(face to face) for
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each element. F2F will cost more.
Need analysis of your learning style.
Question what is necessary knowledge, skills, know-how
What will the staff look like?
 Most will be specialist learning mentors – will be able to
diagnose learning styles, act as guide to information, advise
on assembling sensible sets of modules.
 Their main job will be to motivate and encourage.
 A few will be curriculum designers, thinking about what and
how to put together as a learning bite.
 Some will be assessors (increasingly sub-contracted to
commercial specialists).
 Functions of librarian and lecturer will merge, but there will
still be information retrieval and metadata experts.
 A few will be star F2F performers – will they sound as good
on video as live?
 A large new cohort of staff will be in the marketing and sales
departments – education will be highly competitive and
modules will be commodities.
Typical week at "F2F" course might include:
 group project meeting,
 learning mentor meeting,
 real lab session,
 peer group discussion,
 group discussion of video lecture from MIT,
 day with research group.
 Notes taken on flexible e-notepad which contains all notes
and ―textbooks‖ and simulations (cf MATTER & softbook).
No need to plug in to connect or charge – cf mobile phones
and toothbrush.
Typical week at "DL" course: Very difficult to study f/t by DL
because of motivation and social contact, so most DL will be to
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people in employment, probably p/t. Will include:
 email correspondence with tutor/learning mentor,
 asynchronous chat room with peer group,
 video lecture from MIT,
 computer based assignment,
 virtual lab experiments (already happening in Chemistry and
Pharmacology)
Typical assessment: will include randomly chosen questions from
a bank of 1000 available to all students in advance, plus a
presentation (paper, F2F, Web..) marked by peers
Typical interaction with potential employer:
 Offer a transcript of courses taken, skills acquired,
 videointerview,
 technical knowledge will be less important than personality
and ability to appreciate the bottom line;
 contract will be for a specific piece of work, with fixed
timescale for delivery.
 Industry will have previously interacted strongly with
University or College, because the U/C will not have had
access to full-scale equipment, and because with teaching still
not respected as a profession its quality will have fallen.
 Industry will be desperate to improve quality for a few, while
for most education will be for leisure or pleasure.
Many (possibly most) students will drop out before ―graduating‖,
when they have the skills and confidence they need to do what
they want to do next.
Possible course element might be Materials Science at the
Movies
My secretary, Anne Beckerlegge, is a movie buff and has
contributed a lengthy course introduction. She is a classicist with
no science training so her perspective is interesting for us. Here is
a fragment:
―The successes and failures of Materials Scientists have provided
moviegoers with some of our most exciting and familiar screen
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moments. After all in the Wizard of Oz when the Tin man rusts
and has to be rescued by a matronly Dorothy, who incidentally
must be wearing the most hideous shoes ever designed, how
many of us have paused to consider what effect a Stainless Steel
man would have had on the development of the plot? Would he,
I wonder, have been pining after a heart if he didn’t lock solid
with rust every time it rained? I think not. Rustless, he would
have abandoned his ―loser‖ status and taken on an entirely looser
persona and gone on to be a leader of industry (no guesses for
which one), an oil magnate, a despoiler of virgins (Dorothy may
have been a sucker for a man of steel) and, if you insist on
following the plot, a witch slayer.
Another massive failure chalked up for materials science
occurred in the film Jaws. The undeniably foolish, chubby,
bespectacled Richard Dreyfuss asked to be lowered into the sea in
a shark cage in order to spear a massive, man-eating shark. If
ever a man bore the label ―shark-bait‖ it was he. Armed with a
harpoon the size of a darning needle, it really was unsurprising
that he came a cropper, or rather the cage did. The destruction of
the steel bars of the cage is cinematic history. No rust this time,
but sadly no strength either to resist the onslaught of this large
plastic fish. Logically the cage had to collapse. If the cage
remained intact our hero would have been left desperately trying
to prod the beast with his knitting needle either until his oxygen
ran out or until the fish, by now frustrated by the lack of food,
started to eat the boat from which the cage was suspended. Of
course, in the version we all know, the shark does go on to
devour the boat anyway even after the collapse of the cage, but
the audience believes that Dreyfuss was the hors d’oeuvres. If
only … Sadly the irritating man escapes and goes on to make
many more films, only none with sharks. Odd, isn’t it?
Rather more terrifying is the aeroplane scenario so often visited
in the Airport films. You remember how it goes - due for the
most part to, as far as I can see, criminal negligence the aircraft
skin is fractured and the pilot, or even better the very attractive
air stewardess, gets to fly the plane with a dirty great hole in it –
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generally through atrocious weather with several critically injured
people on board. Once again this is a triumph for the materials
scientist against the united forces of terrorism, stupidity and a
diabolical script as the plane complete with the obligatory
hysterical woman, a couple of very calm nuns, and one real
ratfink of a man shudders and judders its way back to the airport but of course, minus the poor sod who always gets sucked out of
the hole.‖
This course continues for 24 lectures and 50 movies and is worth
15 CATS points. Is it what we want or need?
Conclusions:
 Change is inevitable
 Education will be modular and global
 Very few residential Universities will survive
 University staff had better learn to become mentors and
motivators, not just subject experts.
 The fight against ―dumbing down‖ will be hard
 I am probably wrong about most of these conclusions.
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